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Market Overview
Challenging Summer!
Welcome to 2022, it has started off giving us a few challenges with supply and it seems more like middle of winter
with all the supply challenges we are having!
The heavy rain a few weeks ago followed by hot humid weather has certainly thrown a few curve balls and add into
that all the short weeks and labour challenges in the supply chain and it makes for interesting times!
We are seeing very tight supply in most greens and tomatoes have also taken a dive and have tightened up with
regards to supply.
The good news is we have NZ melons now available and berries are in fully supply.
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Fresh Vegetables
PRODUCT

AVAILABILITY

QUALITY

Potato

COMMENT
All new season crop now so quality and consistency is good

Pumpkin

New season crop is now being harvested so this will start improving in
supply and quality

Tomato

Supply has taken another step backwards for the week, unusual for this
time of year

Kumara

Reds, Beauregard and gold all available in good quantities

Broccoli

Very short supply this week

Cauliflower

Extremely short supply this week

Cucumber

Good supply and consistent quality

Good

Marginal

Challenging
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Fresh Fruits
PRODUCT

AVAILABILITY

QUALITY

Banana

COMMENT
All back to normal and shipping schedules on track

Mandarin

Supply is behind at the moment and prices have risen to reflect this

Grapes

Stock available but supplies are short and quality is not great

Kiwifruit

Fruit has been stored for some time now and prices starting to lift, gold
have now finished

Honeydew &
Rock Melon

Local now available but prices remain firmer than normal for this time
of year

Pineapple

Supply is good

Apple

Quality is starting to drop off with the crop being stored for so long,
smaller sized fruit is getting difficult to source

Pear

Fresh new season NZ Packham pears back in stock now, brown pears
now not available

Lemon

Very short supply and all imported until NZ pack houses start in the
next few weeks

Good

Marginal

Challenging
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Seasonal Update
• Strawberries, raspberries and blueberries now in stock and quality is good along with peaches, nectarines and apricots

• Challenging week with all lettuce varieties being very short supply along with most other greens, all spinach also short
supply along with most Asian vegetables, looks like next week will see some improvements once we get all the short
weeks behind us
• Sweet Corn – a good cost effective option while it’s in season
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Did you know?
Our Rockmelon are know throughout the world as cantaloupe.
Cantaloupe is the common name used for two varieties of muskmelon (cultivars of Cucumis melo), which is a species in
the flowering plant family Cucurbitaceae (a family that includes nearly all melons and squashes).
Because the surface of a cantaloupe can contain harmful bacteria – in particular, Salmonella – it is recommended to
wash the scrub a melon thoroughly before cutting and consumption. The fruit should be refrigerated after cutting it and
consumed in less than three days to prevent risk of Salmonella or other bacterial pathogens.
Cantaloupe is thought to have been grown first in Rome and Greece. Still there are other findings that show other areas
as the origin of cantaloupe, including Egypt where it is thought to have been grown around 2400 BC.
It was originally cultivated about the year 1700 from seeds brought from Armenia, part of the homeland of melons.
The cantaloupe was named after the commune Cantalupo in Sabina, in the Sabine Hills near Tivoli, Italy, a summer
residence of the Pope.
Cantaloupes were first introduced to North America by Christopher Columbus on his second voyage to the New World in
1494. Cantaloupe seeds were planted and shared with the native population who received the new fruit with
enthusiasm.

